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#06
Meeting of the week

Festival of Music,
Father’s Day
On the dance floor,Gentlemen

Music must really have a special place in Life; it induces movement, dance,
empathy. In Rosener House in San Francisco, Larry was the happy example of this.
He didn't want to dance, and it was Clarissa who convinced him! Steve, his son,
wrote that, during the confinement, Larry walks 300 meters a day with his walker;
and that he follows our exercises!

In France, this year, the National festival of music introduces Father's Day; so, it's time?
To share a tango with your elder ... is to give him the taste to sing, to move, to share,
to smile, to laugh and to live.
115 EHPADS now follow this tango project online!
However, in retirement homes, 3/4 of the residents are women; as are 90% of the staff.
The same goes for the publications of our online workshops, which are clicked on by an
audience of 82% women! Father's Day is a good opportunity to put gentlemen into Tango!
It is Antonio who sings, it is Paul who invites you to move; Thomas and Reza are
preparing for Tango. And Miguel, who’s thrown himself in, demonstrates with brilliance that
it is possible!
Visit your senior with a tablet and share this link.
A recreation of 25 minutes
If you have a connection problem, download the Google drive file here.
It's to be watched, and to be watched again within the week.
Enjoy it Ladies, it's an online training of powerful dancers!
With all the team, we are preparing the 7th episode.

To know what you think of our communication with you we have opened an
email address…. A prize for the best testimony.

Winners of the week

On the road to deconfinement

the two partners supporting the project
Le Cassis Boudier and the Chocolaterie de Bourgogne
rewarded the trio

They said

"Your team has been absolutely incredible (no surprise!) in helping so many people during
this uncertain time. Thank you for sharing your work with us and for allowing us to share
your wonderful and useful videos with our own participants!”
Shanah Hawk, Rosener House, San Francisco, Etats Unis
“We love it. The seniors of the EHPAD les Erables de Yutz dance and dance again”
Sandra Brice, animator SOS Senior
“I managed to structure an adapted workshop using Tango, I spotted a resident with a
passion for Tango who had won a cup with her husband for dancing."
Lucie Rocher MBV Bellagardel, Toulouse

"The benefit was obvious and it was a joy to see the residents dancing and smiling at that
moment, almost instantly. The speakers, dancers, musicians, the chocolates of
"La Chocolaterie de Bourgogne", the Cassis (blackcurrant) Boudier are of high quality, which
builds loyalty.”
Muriel ICKOWICZ
Animator Retirement home Saint Dominique, Arcachon

AND NOT TO BE MISSED IN THE NEXT LETTER
A DATE WITH “ARTHROSE TV” (OSTEOARTHRITIS TV)
The TV that makes us laugh

« Tango is never forgotten ! »
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